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ABSTRACT:

In this paper we have to design and implement surveillance system by use of
smart sensors like ultrasonic sensors or infrared sensors (IR) to detect an
intruder in a home, ATM, Industries, Bank Locker room or a storehouse. The IR
sensors are placed on the ceiling, and the ultrasonic sensor module consists of a
transmitter and a receiver which are placed vertically on the wall. We are going
to use the camera to capture images of the people those are coming under the
surveillance area. And we are sending these images to authorized and related
personnel via e-mail to avoid the storage cost. This system will also help to
reduce the power consumption.
Keywords: IOT (Internet of things), IR sensor, Camera, Online webpage.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently surveillance systems have
become
more
important
for
everyone’s and everywhere for the
purpose of security. The embedded
surveillance system, frequently used
in a home, an office or a factory [13], uses a sensor triggered to turn on
a camera [4-5]. Some designs use
different types of sensors to achieve
reliability by means of the different
features of each sensor [6-7] but
they do not provide any facilities
like sending an image through
internet. In this paper we have to
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extend this previous system not only
by using both multiple PIR sensors
and ultrasonic sensors as a sensor
group, but also by using the
Maximum
Voting
Mechanism
(MVM) [8-11]. Ultrasonic receivers
and transmitters are located at
opposite ends to reduce the
interference from other frequencies
in ultrasonic signals. Some research
explores the influence of attenuation
in air and crosstalk of ultrasonic
signals. In our system, We have to
use Raspberry Pi credit card-sized
computer to send an Email of
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captured image to the specified
Email ID. So that there is no issue of
storing images as well no issue of
losing
the
confidential
data
(captured images). A human
intrusion detection system is
designed to detect an unauthorized
entry into a building, shops or a
protected area and deny such
unauthorized access to protect
personnel and property from damage
or harm. Security systems are
mainly
used
in
inhabited,
commercial, manufacturing, and
army properties for protection
against burglary or property damage,
as well as private safety against
intruders. This system provides
proper detection of intruder and
provides security. By using this
system, we can reduce robbery by
detecting the intruder. So we can
respond quickly such that no harm
takes place in our home. In the
designed system, the camera is kept
outside the room and the continuous
video is captured by the camera. We
designed our system in such a way
that as soon as intruder enters the
room, the processing takes place at
the client. All of which could be
enabled through the software or
dedicated apps, and capture the
intruder image by using the
Raspberry Pi. Camera only provides
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functions such as capture image,
storage image and upload image for
the user. The PIR sensor detects a
movement of human and it sends the
signal to the raspberry pi through its
GPIO and we define what the
Raspberry Pi should do as it detects
an intruder through the Python
coding. Our basic idea is to develop
a system which will detect and
capture the image of the intruder in
the premises via raspberry Pi
camera. Perform face recognition on
the raspberry pi .It should
immediately captured the image of
the visitor and intruder if any. The
users image it was already stored in
the database .The system will
compare the image with the datasets
provided in the database. If the
captured image is not matched with
the dataset image, Raspberry pi
sends commands to Pi.
2. RELATED STUDY

This paper present principle of a
traffic management and road
monitoring application using the
latest generation of IT and mobile
telecommunication systems based
on an intelligent system with selflearning function for urban traffic
junctions. (2) This system will allow
automatic adjustment of green times
depending on road intersections
traffic. For the implementation of
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this IoT project, we use a Raspberry
Pi, a webcam and Thing Speak
server to analyses traffic on a busy
highway using image processing (6).
With Simulink we design and
deploy
a
traffic
monitoring
algorithm to the Raspberry Pi, and
we analyse and visualize the traffic
patterns using ThingSpeak, an IoT
analytics platform. A remote road
monitoring system principle is also
described.(7) This system uses
modern communications equipment
for periodically reading and
transmitting parameters such as road
temperature,
humidity,
wind
intensity and vehicle weight using
different type of sensors. From this
research paper we were going to
know the traffic at a particular area
and also the weather conditions,
road types and accidents. It will
share this information with the help
of IOT module for avoiding the
accidents.
EXISTING SYSTEM:
The MEMS sensor and Piezo
electric sensors will always read the
values and send to the raspberry pi
meanwhile GPS will start tracking
the location all the time. MEMS
sensor gives the analog readings but
in raspberry pi we won’t have inbuilt
analog to digital convertor so we use
the adcmcp3208 for conversion, (1)
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we specify the thresholds values for
mems sensor if we get beyond that
values then the raspberry pi will
send the command to webcam, gsm
and start taking the gps values. Now
send this gps location to gsm modem
and then the start sending the alert
message with that location to the
specified mobile number. (3) In the
meanwhile, webcam start taking
video upto specified duration and
capture the image of the victim then
send the both video and image to
raspberry pi then the raspberry pi
send this video and image to the
mail id given by us, then start
working like initially. The same
process for the Piezo sensor also
when it on.
3. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED
SYSTEM

The system consists of a Raspberry
Pi and Pi camera which is used to
acquire video continuously and
taking a snapshot of intruder. The
camera continuously monitors the
area and acquires the video. From
the acquired video, images are taken
for every period of time. The
obtained images are converted into
RGB images. These pictures are
again processed, to check whether
the intruder is present or not. The
processing stops in the case if
intruder is not present. If the intruder
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is present, the system differentiates
between pets and human beings. If
not, the information is send to the
server. The server displays the
images of intruder with date and
time. And further, the processed
image is compared with the database
in the system. If the Person’s image
matches with the images in the
storage of the system, the processing
terminates. If not the user gets a mail
and a message to the developed app
which has status of the intruder’s
presence and the image of the
intruder. From the app the user
controls the system by giving an
alarm from any place which helps to
alert the people.
When a person enters into the shop
and sensor will be activated which in
turn activates a hidden Pi camera.
The camera will capture the image
of the intruder and pass it to the
microcomputer through HDMI cable
for further processing.
Experimental results:
Raspberry PI interfaced with
sensor and camera module. After the
shop is closed .The system will be
started .PIR sensor detects the
person and using the camera the face
is detected and compares with the
predefined database .If it is an
intruder, then it will send the call
alert and the image of an intruder
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will send to the owner through WiFi. At the same time the buzzer will
ON in the surrounding of the shop.

Fig.1. Output Results.
4. CONCLUSION

Our framework would right away
tell the client about the in-house
situation
alongside
the
live
streaming.
The
framework
consolidates security utilizing IoT
(Internet of Things). The security
module effective sends notices after
distinguishing intruder utilizing
wireless and wired procedures where
administrator /owner further can
make essential moves along these
lines upgrade accommodation and
security, save energy proficient.
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